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ABSTRACT 

Thin-film multilayer optical filters play an important role in many aeronautic 
applications. The selection of a specific wavelength signal is very important for aircraft 
communication, guidance and control. Aerial imaging and reconnaissance require 
optical filters to reject background radiation. The performance of optical filters is 
affected by many parameters: The materials' indices of refraction, the layers' 
thicknesses and the anges of incidence are the most important parameters. During 
production, these parameters have tolerances within which they can be produced. 
Here, a sensitivity study is done to show the effect of these parameters on the filter 
performance. The study covered single-layer, two-layer and three-layer filters. For all 
the investigated filters neither a variation of up to 5% of the indices of refraction and 
the thickness of layers nor angles of incidence up to 100  showed considerable effect on 
both the peak transmission and the shape of transmission curve. The sensitivity 
analysis helps greatly in studying the mutual relationship between the filter 
performance and the tolerance of its parameters. 

INTRODUCTION 

The selection of a band of optical radiation spectrum to be transmitted is an essential 
need for many aeronautic applications. This is obtained by using optical transmitting 
filters .The communication between aircrafts and stations using laser signals requires 
filters to avoid background radiation . Also, guidance and control of aircraft born 
rockets and bombs using infrared and laser signals makes a great use of such filters 
[1]. Aircraft imaging and detection gain high resolution by using optical filters[2]. 
According to the selected wavelength band, the filter may be : short wave-pass, 
longwave-pass, or band-pass filter. An optical transmitting filter is a stack of optical 
thin layers with special .materials, thicknesses and order chosen according to the 
selected wavelength band. The thicknesses of the layers of filters studied here are 
multiples of quarter of the central wavelength of the transmitted band [3,4]. The 
greater the number of layers. the higher the peak transmission and the narrower the 
transmission bandwidth. 
The high-selection property of optical thin film filters requires them to bdproduced 
with high accuracy. The important production parameters of the filters are : the indices 
of refraction of films and substrate and the layers' thicknesses. The index of refraction 
of a thin film depends on its thickness, and method of preparation [5,6]. The film 
thickness depends on the precision of the thickness monitoring device[7]. Also, the 
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angle of incidence of light affects the filter transmission. This angle depends on the 
degree of convergence or divergence of light. 
In this paper, we investigate the sensitivity of the multiples of quarter wavelength 
filters to the films' parameCds and angles of incidence. The investigation considers the 
visible band of the spectrum. Single-film, two-film and three-film filters are 
investigated. In the first part of the paper, we present a theoretical background. This 
shows that starting with Snell's law of refraction, we can find the system matrix from 
which the system transmittance is calculated, In the second part, the results of 
calculation are shown. For each filter, we start by finding the wavelength at which the 
transmission is maximum and calculating the value of this maximum transmission. 
Then, the dependence of this wavelength and maximum transmission on the indices of 
films and substrate, on the films' thicknesses and on the angle of incidence is studied. 
In the third part, we come to the conclusion of the sensitivity analysis. It showed that 
optical filters consisting of multiples of quarter wavelength layers show very week 
dependence on the layers' parameters and the angle of incidence. The peak 
transmission and the transmission curve shape are almost unchanged if the indices of 
refraction or films' thicknesses are changed by up to 5% or if the angle of incidence 
reaches up to 10° . 

THEORETICAL BACKGROUND 

Consider incident light from a non-absorbing medium of index of refraction No  at its 
boundary with an absorbing medium of complex index of refraction N I  = n1  - i k1  . 
Starting with Maxwell's equations and applying the boundary conditions, the reflected • 
amplitude and intensity and the transmitted amplitude and intensity , Fig.1 , take the 
form [8] 

P =010 —110/010 +10 	 (la) 
R=pp* 	 (lb) 
T=2 1.3/010 +TO 	 (2a) 
T=4 Re ( Tio  ). Re ( i t )/(10  + 	(rio  + 711)*4 	 (2 b) 

If we consider a thin film of index of refraction NI  and geometrical thickness 
d1  between two media of indices No  and N2  , Fig. 2, it can be shown that the 
tangential components of the electric and magnetic fields at the boundaries are 
related by 

[ 
Ea ][ coso, 	i sin 8 t ill, 	I = 
H a 	ill, sin 8, 	coso, 	H,, i (3) 

■•■ 
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Fig. 1. Light reflection and transmission at 
the boundary between twoptical media 
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Fig.2. A thin optical film between 
two optical media 
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Fig.3. An assembly of two films 

Fig.4. Characteristics of the 
transmission curve 
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Where the 2 X 2 matrix on the right - hand side is the characteristic matrix of the thin 
film, and the reflected amplitude and intensity by the film become those of an interface 
between two media of admittance -ri 0  and Y which means 
Pr ---(no — Y)/(Tio + Y) 	 (4a) 

Rr = Pr • Pr* 	 (4b) 
[  E.  I 	coscosfi, 	(isin8,/ii,) I E  

(5) Y 	ill, sin 51 	cos8, 	712 	b  
whic 1 g ' ves 
Y=(12  cos81  + in, sin 8,)/(cos8, +i(112 /11  sins,)) 	 (6) 
and the characteristic mntri x or the assem bl y is 
[ 	 - cos81 	(isin8,/111 )11-  11 
I
I 
CI 111, sins, 	cosh, 11112.1 
clearly 
Y=C/B 	 (7b) 

Further , if we consider two thin films of indices N i  , N2  and thicknesses d i  , d2  on 
a substrate of index N3 and preceded by a medium of index No  , Fig.3 then at the 
second boundary we have 
[Ed,  cos5 2 	isin82/rhirE4 

(8a) [lid [hi, sin 52 	cos 	j11-1J 
and using equation (3), the field componcntsat the f irst boundary become 
IrE„1 	cosS, 	isin51 /T1i r cos52 	isin52 /ndiEd 

(8b) N. Lim 	 I 

	

sins, 	cos8, 	li-% sin 5 2 	cos52  j 
at d thecharacteristic matri x of t he assembly will be 

cos5, 	isin5,/q,1[ cos52 	isin52 /1211 11 
(9a) Icj girl, sin S, 	cosy, 	sin S 2 	cos52  j ljqd 

as bef ore 
Y=C/B 	 (9b) 
()=.- (no — Y)/(Tio +Y) 	 (9c) 
12=pp* 	 (9d) 
For a general assembly of q-layers, thccharactcristic !mod x is the 
product of the individual matrices in the correct order, i.e. 

1=  ( 	cos6 	i sin 6,/r1,1 )  1 1 
(10) 

C 	sin., cosSr 	[Tim]r 

where rim  is the characteristic impedance of the substrate , and the values of 0 for m 
and any r are given from On  and Snell's law by 

Nosin O. = Nr  sin Or  = Nm'sin Om 	 (11.) 
and for non-absorbing films , the transmitted intensity ( transmittance ) will be 

T = 1 - R 	 (12) 

(7a) 
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RESULTS OF THE ANALYSIS 

First, we explain the steps of calculations, then, we give examples of the results of 
calculations using a single-layer, a two-layer and a three-layer filter. 

The Steps of Calculations 

The steps used for calculation are as follows, Fig.4 : 
1- Using the nominal design parameters of the given filter, we determine the 
wavelength at which the transmission is maximum(A) Ele- calculate the value of this 
maximum transmission (To  ). 
2- Using the parameters of the filter after introducing the indicated percentage error, 
we determine the wavelength at which the transmission is maximum ( X„, ) and the 
value of this maximum transmission (T„,) . 
3- We calculate the percentage change in transmission and wavelength from the 
following relations. 

	

AT=(Tm -T0 )/To  % 	 (13a) 

	

= ( Xm  - Xo  ) / X0  % 	 (13b) 

The Results of Calculations 

A single- film filter 
We study a filter made of magnesium fluoride of index of  =1.38 on glass substrate of 
index ns  = 1.7 , the thickness of the film is d i  = 996A0  , it is found that the peak 
transmission is To  = 0.996784 at a wavelength of X0  = 5500Ao Fig.5 shows the 
dependence of AT and AA on the filter's parameters and angle of incidence. 

A double -film filter 
We study a filter with glass substrate of index ns  =1.72, the first film is of magnesium 
fluoride with index n1  = 1.38 and thickness di  = 996 Ao , the second film is of silver 
chloride with index n2  = 2.06 and thickness d2  = 1335 Ao. It is found that the peak 
transmission is To  = 1.0 at the wavelength Ao  = 6410 Ao. Fig .6 shows the dependence 
of AT and AA on the filter's parameters and angles of incidence. 

A three - film filter 
We study a filter with glass substrate of index ns  = 1.62 , the first film is of magnesium 
fluoride of index ni = 1.38 and thickens d1 =996 Ao , the second film is of zinc sulfide 
of index n2  =2.3 and thickness d2 =1197 Ao , the third film is of aluminum oxide of 
index n3=1.76 and thickens d3-=2344 Ao . It is found that the peak transmission is To  = 
0.999996 at the wavelength Ao  = 4580 Ao Fig. 7 shows the dependence of AT and eX 

on the filter's parameters and angle of incidence . 
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Fig.5. The dependence of AT & A X on (a),(b) : the indices of refraction, (c),(d) : 
the thickness and (e), (f) : the angle of incidence for a single-film filter. 
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Fig.6. The dependence of AT &A X on (a),(b) : the indices of refraction, (e),(d) : 
the thickness and (e), 	: the angle of incidence for a double-film filter. 
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Fig.7. The dependence of AT & A X on (a),(b) : the indices of refraction, (c),(d) : 
the thickness and'(3),(f) : the angle of incidence for a three -film filter. 
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CONCLUSION 

The analysis of the obtained results show that the multiple quarter wavelength filter is 
an excellent form of transmission filters. For the investigated filters, the peak 
transmission is scarcely affected by a change of up to 5% in the indices of refraction of 
the films, in the index of refraction of the substrate or in the films' thicknesses. The 
result is in accordance with the result obtained by Heavens [9] for the effect of 
thickness variation. This property is an advantage over many other formsof optical 
filters. For example the filters consisting of two four-high-index layers separated by a 
low-index layer show-as reported by Smiley and Stuart [10] - about 30% drop of the 
peak transmission if a high-index layer is changed by about 5%. On the other hand, the 
5% variation in the films' parameters show a variation of the central wavelength of less 
than 5% for the single-film filter and less than 10% for the two-fihn and three-film 
filters. This change is not to wony about concerning the filter performance as the 
transmission at the central wavelength remains almost unchanged, hence, the 
transmission curve shape remains almost unchanged. 
Concerning the angle of incidence, the study shows that for all the investigated filters, 
an angle of up to 10° does not affect the filters performance. However, as the angle 
increases, the performance deteriorates. For example, an angle of about 80°  causes a 
change in the central wavelength and peak transmission of up toso% Concerning the 
transmission at such great angles of incidence, it is foinid that the component d light 
polarized in the plane perpendicular to the plane of incidence is more affected than the 
one polarized in the plane of incidence. 
Finally, the shown analysis is a good tool for studying the sensitivity of the filter 
performance to its individual parameters. It can be used for determining the allowed 
tolerances in the filters' parameters for a given performance level. 
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NOMENCLATURE 

d 	the geometrical thickness of the film 
Adi 	the percentage deviation in d for the i th film 

E 	the tangential component of the electric field 
H 	the tangential component of the magnetic field 
k 	the imaginary part of the complex index of refraction, the extinction coefficient 
n 	the real part of the complex index of refraction 
Ani 	the percentage deviation for the i th film in 11 

ins 	the percentage deviation in n for the substrate 
N 	the complex index of refraction 
p 	the component of polarized light parallel to the plane of incidence 
R 	the reflected light intensity 
Re 	real part of 
s 	the component of polarized light perpendicular to the plane of incidence 
T 	the transmitted light intensity 
y 	the optical admittance of the medium, y = Nyo  

yo 	the optical admittance of free space, yo  = J so/i_to  = 2.6544x10-3  s 

Y 	the equivalent optical admittance of the thin film or film assembly 
8 	the phase change due to crossing the film, 8 = ( 2 71 / 2 ) Nd cos0 

£ 	the permittivity of the medium 

En 	the permittivity of free space 

rl 	modified optical admittance for oblique incidence, 	- y /cos() , 	y cos() 

0 	the angle of incidence, reflection or refraction 

X 	wavelength of light 

p. 	permeability of the medium 

110 	permeability of free space 
p 	the reflected light amplitude 

the transmitted light amplitude. 
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